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WE SUPPORT THE 
UN GLOBAL COMPACT
 INITIATIVE AND THE 

TEN PRINCIPLES
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NORD Architects is a Copenhagen based office, that has been 
working with architecture, urban development, process and ad-
visory since foundation in 2003. We have always been engaged 
in fields that has involved social and healthy progression and 
development in a way that has increased life quality in general 
and in specific areas and projects of either health care or human 
living environments. 

Supporting the UN Global Compact is completely in line with our 
core business and values, and our professional approach towards 
clients in the building sector. We develop remarkable building 
that are healthy and support people in social interactions that 
promote vibrant environments. We prioritize dialogue  with our 
clients and collaborator and invite to participation in co-creation 
processes which improve possibilities of innovation and higher 
quality in content before design. 

NORD Architects became a member of UN Global Compact 2017 
and support the initiative and ten principles fully. This Annual 
Sustainability Report, the COP, reaffirms our support and de-
scribes our actions to continually improve the integration of the 
Ten Principles in the areas of human rights, employee rights and 
the protection of the natural environment and actively opposing 
corruption in all its forms.

We look forward to an exciting 2021 year with our clients and 
collaborators with continued focus our efforts on delivering lead-
ing sustainable solutions both in terms of social and technical 
matters. 

 Morten Gregersen
Partner & Architect AA Dipl RIBA II

17.03.2022 Copenhagen



HUMAN RIGHTS
Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally 

proclaimed human rights; and

Principle 2: make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses.

LABOUR
Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective 

recognition of the right to collective bargaining;

Principle 4: the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour;

Principle 5: the effective abolition of child labour; and

Principle 6: the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.

ENVIRONMENT
Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary approach to 

environmental challenges;

Principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and

Principle 9: encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally 
friendly technologies.

ANTI-CORRUPTION
Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including 

extortion and bribery.

NORD ARCHITECTS A/S
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WE ARE BASED 
IN COPENHAGEN

Denmark is a small country in 
Northern Europe, with a population 
of 5.8 million people. The capital, 
Copenhagen is a livable, bicycle 
and pedestrian friendly city with 
1.3 million inhabitants. Denmark 
is a democratic country with a 
tax-funded welfare system.
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WE WORK 
INTERNATIONALLY

We live and work in Copenhagen — 
but our projects are located in several 
different countries. Currently we have 
projects on site in Denmark, Norway 
and France and many more along the 
way.
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NORD Architects was established in 2003 by founding partners 
Johannes Molander Pedersen and Morten Rask Gregersen. In 
2017 Mia Baarup Tofte joined the partnership.

We are often invited to participate in international conferences, 
public debates, seminars, exhibitions and publications on 
contemporary architecture, design and planning.
 
In recent years, we have designed and innovated educational 
and healthcare projects, housing, sports facilities and urban 
spaces. All are focused on social sustainability and cohesion.

‘Design with sympathy’ is our trademark and we create healthy 
and remarkable buildings that promote sustainability. 

NORD ARCHITECTS
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We create sustainable 
projects based on  
co-creation within building 
and landscape design, urban 
planning, programming, 
client consultancy

We work in the fields of
healthcare, education, 
living, sports, culture and 
urban design

We strive to implement 
the UN17 sustainable 
development goals in every 
action we take and in every 
project we participate

We are a team of architects, 
urbanists, interior designers, 
creative thinkers, landscape 
architects, building 
technicians, communicators

We have an international 
reach through exhibitions, 
lectures, publications, judge 
deeds, panel discussions and 
debates  - and our design

NORD Architects was 
founded in 2003 in 
Copenhagen

OUR MISSION
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We think of content before we create solutions, 
and make way for user-involvement and
innovation.

NORD Architects is renowned for our approach to developing 
projects at an early stage, where the assignment or scope of the 
building is still open for improvements or knowledge input. We 
formulate the basis for the project in close collaboration with the 
client and the projects’ complexity is solved with an understand-
ing for the social or commercial dynamic that defines the project 
for the client. 

Co-creation is an accommodating process, that NORD has prac-
tised and prioritized for almost every project because of its op-
portunities to improve the basis, program and solutions of the 
final building schemes. 

We have developed an extensive knowledge on co-creation for 
a targeted process based on our refined methodology and con-
nected tools for this. It involves the end-users, the clients, experts 
or stakeholders that possess a valuable knowledge of e.g. work-
flows, regulations, behaviours, patient’s experiences and needs, 
procedures and preferences in the daily logistical patterns. This 
approach is part of our DNA and collaborative attitude towards 
often large-scale buildings or complex projects that involve many 
stakeholders, public institutions and different advisors.

Co-existence
We believe designing for co-existence is one of the biggest chal-
lenges of our time. Co-existence could make way for radical 
changes in sustainability and ways people live together, health 
and health care in both treatment and prevention, sustainability, 
infrastructure, life quality, social interactions and climate impact.

Process
We know the process through which we generate physical envi-
ronments, has a huge impact on the result. 
 We involve the users in our architecture both before and during 
the creative process. This approach enriches the projects and re-
sults in the best possible solution for each user.

Health
We design healthy cities and buildings. We use sustainable ma-
terials and integrate nature into our projects. We design active 
environments that are vibrant. 

 

HEALTHY ENVIRONMENTS 
INVOLVE INNOVATION
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PROCESS

COEXISTENCE

HEALTH
REMARKABLE 

DESIGN

PROCES
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BUILDING IN WOOD
Why build the future on wood constructions?
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The building sector in Denmark accounts for approximately 40% 
of the country’s total CO2 emissions. It calls for new ways of plan-
ning, thinking, designing and using buildings, both socially and 
technically.  
 
If wood is used instead of concrete and steel as a load-bearing 
structure in buildings, the total CO2 footprint can be reduced by 
up to 75%.

A growing tree absorbs and binds CO2, which makes wood one 
of the only building materials that has a negative CO2 footprint. 
During the life span of the building, new forests can replace the 
wood used for construction and thereby absorb new CO2. Forestry 
can have a positive impact on CO2 emissions as 1 kg of wood ab-
sorbs approx. 1.47 kg CO2. At the same time, wooden structures 
can achieve similar static and constructive properties as steel 
and concrete.

The durability of building materials is a crucial marker for building 
longevity and overall environmental footprint. Therefore, it is 
also important to combine the social usage patterns and housing 
typologies with great flexibility and diversity, which can make the 
housing developments sustainable in the long-term and suitable 
for diversity of people and their lifestyles. 

The same can be said for the sustainability of office building. 
Designing to accomodate different type of companies and orga-
nizations allows for adaptability of building use over generations. 
The longer a building can last and perform at the same time, the 
lower the carbon footprint. 

This lifetime perspective, where different generations are able to 
live alongside one another in combination with wood construction 
can create optimal sustainaility and life quality. 

MATERIALS & BUILDING METHODS

Wood in buildings reduces the total CO2 footprint and 
provides a healthy indoor climate. 
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<

NATURE

USING WOOD FOR THE 

TURES, INTERIOR AND 

FAÇADES REDUCE 

THE BUILDING’S 

CARBON FOOTPRINT 

BY 80% COMPARED TO 

A BUILDING IN 

CONCRETE AND STEEL.

TOTAL C02 EMISSION OR ABSORPTION 
FOR 1 KG BUILDING MATERIAL

MINIMAL IMPACT
 BUT MINIMAL USED

PERCENTAGE OF MATERIAL TYPES 
USED IN BUILDING INDUSTRY

LESS CO2 AND
MORE BIODIVERSITY

COSTSAVING 
BUILDING PROCESS

IMPROVED INDOOR CLIMATE
AND CSR VALUE

DISASSEMBLY 
AND 100% REUSABLE

WHY BUILD 
IN WOOD?

27%

65%

8%
WOOD

CONCRETE

STEEL

WOOD STORES CARBON. 1 KG MANUFACTURED
WOOD, CONSUMES 1.47 KG CO2.

By increasing the use of wood, 
industrial farmland could be 
transformed into rich forests, 
   with a balance between 
produc�on and reproduc�on.

O2

CO2

Building 
opera�ons

Building 
materials

28%Other 

9%

Industry 30%

Transporta�on

22%

11%

2,50

CONCRETE WOOD STEEL BRICK

2,00

1,50

1,00

0,50

2,88

  Kg C0   2   per kg material

-1,40

(0,07)

0,31 0,35

0

3,00
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THE GLOBAL CONTEXT:
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Wood Construction helps to reduce fossil carbon emis-
sions when timber comes from responsible driven forests. 
Sustainable, growing forests store carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere and improve local biodiversity.
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25%
MORE FORREST

The forests protect the groundwater. Almost no pes�cides are 
used in the forests in contrast to farmlands. Plan�ng forrest on 

agricultural land will reduce the leaching of nitrate within just a few years. 

A NEW BUILDING SYSTEM

LVL SLAB PANEL
Up to 5 times lighter

CLT STRUCTURAL ELEMENT
High flexibility for future changes 

in program or technology

ARCHITECTURAL FREEDOM
Curtain walling

100%
DISMANTLABLE

0%
WASTE

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW  BUILDINGS

IMPROVED
BUILDING QUALITY

SHORTER
CONSTRUCTION TIME

LESS
TRANSPORT 

COSTS

LOCAL
PRODUCTION

REDUCED
CLIMATE IMPACT BY SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY

Denmark’s total area of forest has been growing since 1997 – if 
we changed our building industry, traditional farmland could be 

transformed into new sustainable forests. 

IMPROVED REUSE, 
BETTER INDOOR CLIMATE 

AND MANY OTHER ADVANTAGES

BUILT BY NATURE

1,47
KG CO

2

“ARCHITECTURE
FOR THE FUTURE”

1 KG WOOD STORES

Life cycles of wood buildings are proven to be
     longer than those of concrete and steel, 

 by focusing on high quality and reuse.

International studies have shown that through biophilic design
in the workplace the health and well being of employees can increase.

OPTIMIZED BUILDING PROCESS DESIGN IDENTITY MATERIALITYBUILDING ELEMENTSDETAILING

÷ kg

ADVANCED AND 
FAST PRODUCTION
Wood production is one of the most innovative and precise produc�on 
     technologies including cnc-milling, prefabrication and assembly.

4500

4000

3500

Thousand m3

3000

2500

2000

1500

1000

500
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THE LOCAL CONTEXT: 
A NEW SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

A wood building can ensure a strong sustainable lifecycle 
and create an architectural identity that focuses on user 
wellbeing, and the atmosphere and tactile quality in our 
surroundings.
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CASES WITH CROSS LAMINATED TIMBER ELEMENTS
Easy mounting and protection / Villa Wood, Brønshøj Copenhagen 
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÷ kg

Optager CO2

Lokalproduktion

Modulære elementer

CSR

Branding

Less CO2

Bi-produkter

Upcycling eller 
genbrug

Frigiver O2

BÆREDYGTIGE SKOVBRUG

KLIMABEVIDST PRODUKTION

LAVERE VÆGT

HURTIG OG NEM OPFØRELSEHØJ BYGNINGSKVALITET

FLEKSIBEL OG ADSKILLELIG

INTET AFFALD

Til produktionen af 1 kg træ 
optager et træ 1,47 kg CO2 og 
frigiver 1 kg O2 ud i atmosfæren. 
Ydermere kan træet dyrkes lokalt 
og derved bidrage til en øget 
biodiversitet.

CLT-elementerne giver en optimeret 
byggeproces og ingen brug af 
særtransport. Byggepladsen 
effektiviseres med et telt, som forkorter 
opførelsestiden, reducerer brugen af 
kraner og sikrer konstruktionen mod 
fugt.

Mekaniske samlinger gør at 100 % 
af trækonstruktionen kan adskilles 
og genanvendes efter endt levetid. 
Konstruktionen kan ændres til nye 
programmer eller skilles ad og 
anvendes til nye formål  

100 % af tr konstruktionen kan 
prefabrikeres lokalt, på fabrikker med 
et lavt energiforbrug sammenlignet 
med betonproduktionen. Det giver 
en reduktion i transporttid og 
klimabelastning.

CLT-konstruktion er fem gange lettere 
end tilsvarende betonkonstruktion, 
hvilket kan reducere transportom-
kostninger op til 80% og byggeriet kan 
opføres med brug af mobile kraner. 
Transporten kan både foregå via last-
biler eller tog ved byggepladser tæt 
ved jernbane.

Træbygninger styrker sundheden, 
produktionen og klimaaftrykket. 
Træets naturlige evne til at optage 
fugt, reducere støj og taktilitet har 
alt sammen positiv indvirkning på 
arbejdsmiljøet.

CLT-elementer kan både genbruges 
direkte til nye byggerier, upcycles 
til nye bygningselementer eller 
omformes til nye træprodukter. 
Høj præcision i byggeprocessen 
nedsætter desuden det generelle 
materialespild markant. 

Produktionskæde
Fra skovbrug til byggeri

NORD ARCHITECTS 0000 PROJECT TITLE13

DISASSEMBLY
Mechanical joints in construction 
enable disassembly after use. The 
building can be partially or fully 
reconstructed.

NATURAL MATERIAL QUALITY
The natural ability of wood to absorb 
moisture and reduce noise, has a 
positive impact on work environment 
and indoor climate

WIN-WIN ON IMPACT
The advantages are effective and 
benefit the planet, people, companies, 
organizations and governments

FAST AND OPTIMIZED CONSTRUCTION
Using CLT elements optimizes construction with-
out the need for special transportation. A tent 
over the building site, provide weather protection 
and reduces construction time.   

SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY 
Production of 1 kg wood, absorbs 1,47 kg CO2 and 
releases 1 kg O2 to the atmosphere. Furthermore 
trees can be grown locally, enhancing biodiversity 
and protecting groundwater. 

RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTION
100% of the timber production can be pre-
fabricated locally in factories with low carbon 
footprint compared to concrete production. 
This reduce transport and emissions.

LOWER WEIGHT
CLT construction is 5 times lighter than its 
concrete equivalent. This reduces trans-
portation costs by up to 80 % and allows 
building with mobile cranes.

REUSE OR UPCYCLING
CLT elements can be reused directly 
or upcycled. Precision in production 
minimises material wastage.

RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTION CYCLE FROM FORESTRY TO BUILDING INDUSTRY
The avantages of using wood in buildings
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SUSTAINABILITY FLEXIBILITY BUILDABILITY

If wood is used as a structural al-
ternative to concrete and steel, 
the total carbon footprint can be 
minimized by up to 75%.

A modular design is flexible for all 
types of businesses and functions, 
providing a long life cycle.

Building in wood reduces CO2 
emissions during construction and 
economic costs as CLT elements 
are 5 times lighter than concrete.

Adaptive
The CLT design can be easily 
adjusted, transformed and 
expanded according to the 
changing needs of the user.

Effective occupancy rate
Flexible distribution of work 
stations and the possibility of 
varying occupancy rates. 

Social sustainability cycle
Combining the workplace, 
community and sustainability 
increases social value.

Modular building system
CLT elements with mechanical 
joints provide a high degree of 
flexibility.

Flexible room module
Well-tested and optimized 
room modules provide many 
opportunities for continuous office 
adaptations.

Absorb CO2
Forestry can have a positive impact 
on CO2 emissions as 1 kg of wood 
absorbs approx. 1.47 kg CO2.

Shorter build time
Construction site tents and mobile 
cranes provide an efficient and 
optimized construction process.

100% reusable 
Improved life cycle value by 
allowing all wood elements to be 
recycled, upcycled or used for 
energy production.

Light weight
CLT elements are 5 times lighter 
than concrete, giving reduced 
building weight and minimizing 
transportation costs.

Prefabricated facade elements
Attached facade elements allow 
for great contextual customization, 
integration of technical 
requirements and aesthetic 
appearance.

Long life
Wooden buildings can be easily 
modified and adapted to future 
requirements and new features. 
This extends the life of the 
structure.

THE SIX MAIN ADVANTAGES OF WOOD CONSTRUCTION
From techniques to thinking
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HEALTHDESIGN FUTURE WORKPLACE

By using wood in commercial 
buildings, indoor climate, well-
being and productivity can be 
improved.

The simple structure of CLT allows 
for new architectural solutions and 
increased use of natural materials.

Sustainable timber buildings can 
be used as an active element in 
business development, among 
other things in CSR strategies and 
branding.

Indoor
Wood can absorb and release 
moisture, helping to reduce 
fluctuations in air quality and 
temperature.

Design freedom
With a simplified construction, new 
types of design and space, can be 
more easily applied.

Tactile surfaces
Wood surfaces can provide 
better space quality and create 
a homely and stimulating work 
environment.

Exact details
Low tolerance and high precision 
using optimized production and 
CNC machines allow for special 
details and minimal material waste.

Eco footprint
Businesses' sustainable climate 
goals can be significantly reduced 
with concrete climate-conscious 
solutions. 

Influence on everyday life
With integrated technical 
solutions, flexible room sizes and 
manual operation, the wooden 
building can enhance well-being 
and have a positive influence on 
everyday life.

Natural materials
More tactile surfaces of natural 
materials and patination, can 
enhance spatial quality and user 
well-being.

Identity
Architectural identity and 
innovative work environment can 
attract employees and be used in 
targeted climate strategies.

Flexible working environment
A flexible working environment 
and physical construction allow 
for adaptation to future working 
methods.

THE SIX MAIN ADVANTAGES OF WOOD CONSTRUCTION
From techniques to thinking
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VILLA WOOD
 New possibilities of customization for individual 

families with wood elements

Location Brønshøj, Copenhagen Client Morten Gregersen Year 2016-
2017 Typology Private house, prefabrication,  CLT massive wood 

elements Size 200 m2 Status Built
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Community center
built in massive wood 
promoting technical and social
sustainability
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LIVING & LEARNING
Durability and diversity in everyday 

communities
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NORD Architects designs a large variety of typologies in differ-
ent housing projects that share social sustainability as a common 
feature. We are involved in youth housing, senior housing, hous-
ing for elderly as well as villages for people with dementia. These 
projects often break down the borders between young and old, 
singles and families, home and institution, being sick and well. 
We challenge the conventional ways of living by suggesting more 
diversity, co-existence and intergenerational relations between 
people.

NORD Architects works with urban residential projects that cre-
ate new neighborhoods where generations can live side by side, 
or where the city supports Alzheimer’s patients, as an example.
The co-existence of different people, typologies and activities 
creates new posibilities for establishing communities that are 
more diverse and vibrant. 

We design for a high degree of flexibility and differentiation, 
with integration of the local community, landscape or urban ar-
eas and often link facilities. Integrating public functions, like a 
daycare center, restaurant, research center or a foodbank into a 

residential project can create new synergies and destinations for 
the neighborhood. 

By this we encourage the development of cities that are livable, 
compact and sustainable.
Sharing activities in an inclusive community brings a mixed social 
life and environmental sustainable living to front. Communities 
could be based on circular economy, exchange of services, prod-
ucts and an overlay in functions, could increase the social quality, 
creativity, life joy and entrepreneurship. 

The diversity in communities could generate a more proporous 
and vibrant living that have positive impact on society in such 
and from which even welfare institutions could benefit from. So-
cial and healthy interactions show improvements in life quality 
that could encourage social acheivements.   
 
Changing demographics call for new innovative solutions for 
living areas and we make an effort to take the challenges into 
consideration. 

LIVING AND LEARNING 

Social interactions, sharing activities and co-existence 
between people, create new healthy and sustainable 
communities with vibrant environments. 

ClosenessSocial connections

Diversity

The whole community
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STEJLEPLADSEN, COPENHAGEN
Pioneering housing development focusing on social 

sustainability and circular economy
Location Copenhagen, Denmark Client City of Copenhagen Year 2019 

Typology Masterplan for mixed sustainable housing 
Commission Head consultant  

Size 72.000 m2 Collaborators MASU Planning and Sweco 
Status Competition completed

36
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Sustainable community with
shared activities, diversity and
circular economy
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The residents of Stejlepladsen (meaning Stakes’ Square) will live 
in a community where they share with each other inside and 
outside the district. The common facilities are for all residents of 
the area and a digital platform is designed and developed to help 
people keep up with activities, manage the shared economy, cir-
culate products, book spaces for events and engage themselves.

Stejlepladsen’s design and organization is based on relationships 
and coexistence. We have been occupied by finding the answers 

for an essential question: What creates the good city and how 
should people be engaged in their community? 

All residents potentially have a role to play and needs that can be 
met. Young people can help the elderly. The elderly can help the 
busy family of children. The single can find a social community. 
The Steeple Square is a neighborhood for all people - an engaging 
neighborhood. The resident composition must ensure that social 
synergies and natural inclusion can arise.

SHARED FACILITIES AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY
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Communities of all scales are a prerequisite for area sustaina-
bility. It is through community and social context that we can 
rethink the way we live and consume. The steeple has the poten-
tial to integrate several elements of the circular economy - you 
don’t need to own a car, a drill or your own backyard when you 

can share it all. At Stejle Square, residents share things and share 
activities: here you can set up shared cars, shared dining, tem-
porary offices, (joint) workshops, foodsharing, exchange centers, 
etc. The physical setting of these community facilities is an essen-
tial part of the neighborhood’s culture and architecture.

Fællesskaberne først

Fællesskaber i alle skalaer er en forudsætning for områdets 
bæredygtighed. Det er igennem fællesskabet og de sociale 
sammenhæng at vi kan gentænke den måde hvorpå vi bor og 
forbruger. Stejlepladsen har potentialerne til at integrere flere 
elementer af den cirkulære økonomi — man behøver ikke at eje en 
bil, en boremaskine eller sin egen baghave når man kan deles om 
det hele. På Stejlepladsen deles beboerne om ting og er fælles om 
aktiviteter: her kan etableres delebiler, fællesspisning, midlertidige 
kontorer, (fælles)værksteder, foodsharing, byttecentraler, mm. De 
fysiske rammer for disse fællesskabsfaciliteter er en essentiel del af 
kvarterets kultur og arkitektur. 

HAVNECAFÉEN
 ͵ café
 ͵ events
 ͵ børnefødselsdag
 ͵ udlejning
 ͵ koncert
 ͵ kursus

BOFÆLLESSKABET
 ͵ madlavning 
 ͵ fællesaftener
 ͵ legehus

VANDHUSET
 ͵ Opbevaring af  

vandgrej og udstyr
 ͵ Kajakklub
 ͵ Foreningslokaler
 ͵ Fællesspisning

DET ALMENE HUS
 ͵ vaskeri
 ͵ cykelværksted
 ͵ Almen bolig +
 ͵ materialeværksted

GENERATIONERNES HUS
 ͵ værkstedslokaler
 ͵ gæsterum
 ͵ tagdrivhus
 ͵ legelokaler
 ͵ fællesspisning
 ͵ seniorbofællesskab

CO2 HUSET
 ͵ vidensskabshus
 ͵ lille auditorium
 ͵ klasselokaler
 ͵ læsesal

BYBØNDERNES HUS 
 ͵ Fællesdrivhus
 ͵ Nyttehaver på tag
 ͵ Grønne facader
 ͵ Akvaponi

DELEHUSET
 ͵ Fællestegnestuen
 ͵ bogbytterbibliotek
 ͵ kontor
 ͵ mødelokaler
 ͵ studielokaler
 ͵ musikøvelokaler

VÆRKSTEDSBOLIGERNE
 ͵ bo og arbejde samme sted, 

eller lej ud atelieret til en anden

KULTURHUSET
 ͵ fællesspisning/folkekøkken
 ͵ gymnastik
 ͵ filmvisning
 ͵ børnehave
 ͵ multihus
 ͵ folkemøder 
 ͵ madmarked
 ͵ fiskemarked 

VÆRKSTEDET
 ͵ bådbyggeri og reparation
 ͵ byttetrælast
 ͵ garn og grej

VÆKSTHUSET
 ͵ Fælles orangerie
 ͵ Events
 ͵ Markeder
 ͵ Eksotiske frugttræer
 ͵ Grøntsager og krydderier

FORENINGSHUSET
 ͵ foreningsmøder
 ͵ fredagsbar
 ͵ mød-din-nabo over en kop 

kaffe eller en øl
 ͵ kajakopbevaring
 ͵ mindre events

DELEHUSET OG VÆRKSTEDSBOLIGERNE BYBØNDERNES HUS SAUNAEN

KOLLEKTIVETFORENINGSHUSETKULTURHUSET VÆRKSTEDET OG

SPORTTAGET

VANDHUSETDET ALMENE HUSGENERATIONERNES HUS

NUL-ENERGI-HUSETVÆKSTHUSET HAVNECAFEEN
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 ͵ BADEBROEN
 ͵ Sauna
 ͵ Vinterbadning
 ͵ Adgang for vandsportister
 ͵ Delebåde

DELEHUSET OG VÆRKSTEDSBOLIGERNE BYBØNDERNES HUS SAUNAEN

KOLLEKTIVETFORENINGSHUSETKULTURHUSET VÆRKSTEDET OG

SPORTTAGET

VANDHUSETDET ALMENE HUSGENERATIONERNES HUS

NUL-ENERGI-HUSETVÆKSTHUSET HAVNECAFEEN

14 STEJLEPLADSEN

COMMUNITIES FIRST
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An eco friendly masterplan and design of 
new housing types in Hannover. 
Strong social sustainability and a 
CO2-neutral lifestyle. 
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Location Gellerup, Aarhus, Denmark Client Brabrand Boligforening 
Year 2016-19 Typology Student housing, urban renewal 

Commission Architect in turn-key contract 
Size 12,500 m2 Status built

Collaborators Dansk Boligbyg, Rambøll, DAI Engineers, ARKPLAN 

AARHUS KOLLEGIET
A new neighborhood with youth housing and start-ups.

Urban development and renewal of Gellerupparken
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Community of young people, 
students and start-ups
at the youth college in Gellerup Aarhus.
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HEALTHY AGING
Living together in healthy communities

and dementia villages
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NORD Architects has always approached the healthcare sector 
with an open-minded perspective that has led us to ground-
breaking and internationally appreciated architecture with a 
unique focus on the end users. Our built projects are character-
ized by high quality design with a Nordic expression and under-
standing of scale and materials. 

NORD Architects has played a major role in the innovation of 
international healthcare sectors and social sustainability in new 
housing concepts. These concepts are based on creation of vi-
brant communities with diversity and co-existence between peo-
ple. 

NORD has designed some of the newest and most innovative 
health and nursing homes in Scandinavia and Europe, among 
these the development of one of Europe’s first centers target-
ed at patients with Alzheimer’s and dementia - the Alzheimer’s 
village in Dax, France. The village concept is a unique way to cre-
ate local communities where people can live together in active 
social networks and experience cohesion and a continuation in 
the everyday life. 

The village concepts are generic and adaptable for other housing 
typologies like senior or youth housing or intergenerational com-
munities, where people share facilities and support each other 
in many common activities. Taking the local context into account 

and integrate architecture, buildings, healthcare centre or hous-
ing in the existing surroundings and enhance the characteristics 
of the site, creates a layout for co-existence between people in-
side and outside institutions. 

Being involved in healthcare design is, in our opinion, a matter of 
taking care of and embracing the essential issue and fundament 
in a modern welfare system. We thrive to create an environment 
and atmosphere that lets patients and relatives relax and heal 
in the best possible way, paying respect to the employees’ work 
environment. 

 The creation of our architecture is rooted in a deep understand-
ing of the users’ needs, behaviors and actions which we trans-
late into spaces and spatial relations. Our method can be used in 
all building typologies, and we carry the knowledge across differ-
ent projects. Being involved in healthcare design is, in our opin-
ion, a matter of taking care of and embracing people. We thrive 
to create an environment and atmosphere that lets patients and 
relatives relax and heal in the best possible way. 
 
 Furthermore, the healthcare buildings we design are created 
with an understanding for the employees’ work environment as 
well as the users’ needs in what might be very sensitive life sit-
uations. 

HEALTH CARE ENVIRONMENTS 

Good design is based on a deep understanding of the 
users’ needs and the local or urban context.  
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FURUSET HAGEBY
Inclusive dementia village - a pioneering nursing home 

setting new sustainability standards. Integrated in the 
local community

Location Oslo, Norway Client Municipality of Oslo, Omsorgsbygg Oslo 
Year 2018-22 Typology Nursing home Size 11.500 m2 

Collaborators 3RW, Christian Mong
Status 1st prize in competition, ongoing in detailed design phase
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Healthy aging and care in sustainable 
environments which create social 
relations and meaningfull 
surroundings.



Location Dax, Frankrig Client Departement des Landes Year 2016-2020 
Typology Housing for people with alzheimer 

Commission Architect in turn-key contract Size 10.700 m2 
Collaborators Champagnat & Gregoire / Groupe Cauros 

Status Built

ALZHEIMER VILLAGE IN DAX
The first dementia village in France - a home for people 

with Alzheimers, a workplace and a research center

56

Le dessin final

Le projet se caractérise comme un ensemble de bâtiments adap-
tés à l´échelle humaine, qui est fortement lié au paysage de façon 
à obtenir un lieu agréable à vivre qui ne ressemble pas à un hôpi-
tal. Les arbres font aussi partie du projet en cránt des jardins ou 
des lieux paisibles et reposants comme les promenades reliant les 
maisons à travers le site.

Cours

Jardins

Lac

Chemin

Boisement

Cultures

Nouveaux bâtiments
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Location Copenhagen, Denmark Client Municipality of Copenhagen 
Year 2005-2012 Typology Cancer and health care center Commission 

Prequalified competition Size 2,200 m2 Collaborators Wessberg 
Status Built

HEALTH AND CANCER CENTER 
Innovative approach to health care architecture 

in Copenhagen

NORD ARCHITECTS A/S
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The Cancer Centre in Copenhagen is 
drawing worldwide attention 
due to the innovative take on 
healthcare. 
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EVERY-DAY PRACTICE AND 
GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT

Incorporating tools and targets on sustainability and taking action 
on a daily basis - and being thought-leaders sharing 

unique knowledge and experience globally
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TOOLS AND TARGETS

We are continously on the track of more effective ways 
to obtain sustainable solutions and reduce the carbon-
footprint. 

We have several tools, certification models and guides in Denmark 
and Europe to measure and direct a building concept towards a 
reduced level of CO2 - and at the same time increase health, life 
quality, environment and economy. Fortunately, both public and 
private clients are getting more and more conscious about their 
impact and imprint, and strive for higher ambitions in sustainable 
acts and performances. The building sector are sharpening their 
goals and asking for more sustainability in the built environment.  

We have to be constantly aware of ’greenwashing’ in communi-
cations and market sales of actors and companies in the supplier 
chain. The building business is indeed a complex sphere with a 
huge amount of materials, production chains, physical perfoman-
ces, durability and so on. We need tools to equate actions and 
adjust references in order to speak of sustainable outputs in a 
common and measureable language. By using a combination of 

the economic model ”Dougnut economy” and the 17 UN SDGs, 
we can create unique development models for buildings and city 
development. 

We also use LCA evaluations and calculations to predict a more 
adequate and true CO2 imprint on the planet, which takes the 
whole lifespan of buildings into account. This brings us closer to 
the impact of construction from cradle to grave/cradle in reality 
over the years, still knowing that there are extremely many para-
metres to consider and some uncertainities. 

The perspectives of LCA calculations and the consensus it can 
create, are valuable for setting goals that reflect real ambitions and 
impact. We integrate and work with these tools and targets in our 
daily business, in every project and building we design and we keep 
pushing towards a more sustainable world in thought and action.
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OPTIMIZED 
BUILDING PROCESS

DESIGN 
FOR DISASSEMBLY

FLEXIBLE 
BUILDING MODEL

ALTERNATIVE
 FACADE

LONG 
MATERIAL CYCLE

BUILDING
 COMPONENTS

ARCHITECTURAL
 IDENTITY

DETAIL

MATERIALITY

SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTION CHAIN

PROGRAMMATIC 
FLEXIBILITY

SPACIOUS
 ROBUSTNESS

SOCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY

SPACIOUS
 VERSATILITY

EXTENSION 
AND LIMITATION

FLEXIBLE 
DEPTH

LCA DGNB
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NORD Architects will continue  
to design buildings and learning 
landscapes that integrate and 
communicate modern takes on 
how we can improve sustainable 
living.
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SHARING THOUGHT & KNOWLEDGE

Through lectures, debates, networks and publications 
NORD engages clients, users, students, stakeholders 
and decisionsmakers in innovations on sustainability.

NORD engages clients, users, students, stakeholders and deci-
sionmakers by sharing knowledge and experience on innovations 
in the fields of architecture, health care science, urban develop-
ments and sustainability. NORD has gained a unique knowledge 
of the conditions and potentials related to healthy aging and in 
combination with a collaborative and inclusive approach, this 
makes NORDs position influential. 

Thus NORD is often invited to participate in international confer-
ences, seminars and networks. These lectures stress and share 
key topics that engages people to live, learn, work and invest in 
sustainable environments that build on responsible and profes-
sional businesses. 

Order from ribabookshops.com  
ISBN 978 1 8594 6810 4 £40.00

Age-Friendly Housing
Future design for older people

Julia Park and Jeremy Porteus

This book investigates how we should approach the design 
of future housing for an ageing population, reminding us that 
this is not about ‘other people’, but about each of us. With a 
focus on anticipating the needs and aspirations of the next 
generation of older people, it also touches on what this implies 
for our communities, our towns and our cities, as well as for 
our living spaces.

Richly illustrated with case studies alongside contributions 
from a range of experts and examples of best practice, this 
comprehensive resource will inform and empower architects, 
designers, planners, students and clients to be braver and 
wiser when designing with older people in mind.

Join the conversation with #AgeFriendlyHousing 
@LevittBernstein @HousingLIN @RIBABookshops

Special Offer
£5 off with the code AGE5 when you order 
Age-Friendly Housing online, or present this 
fl yer at our bookshop at 66 Portland Place

Offer valid until 31 December 2018. T&C’s apply

Visit ribabookshops.com
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A selection of lectures held worldwide the last years at 
international universities, conferences and research-
centers.

“Healthy Aging and Age integrated urban development” 

Nova Scotia, Canada, 24.02.2021

“Nursing Homes” 
Nova Scotia, Canada, 09.12.2020

“Healthy Aging – building for vulnerable people”
Politecnico di Milano, Milano, Italy, 30.10.2020

“Dementia Villages and Healthy Aging”
School of Arts, Design and Architecture, Aalto University, Finland, 30.10.2020

”On Sustainability”
Building Green, Copenhagen (livestream) 29.10.2020

“Healthy Aging” 
Toronto, Canada 28.10.2020

“Danish Housing – ensuring life quality for the many” 
MSD at HOME with NORD, 
Melbourne School of Design. 22.10.2020

“Nordic Healthcare Design”
Salutogenic Hospital Design & Urban Health. Global Perspectives and Local
Identities in Healthcare Architecture Symposium, Politecnico di Milano, Milano, 
Italy, 2019

“Architecture & Healthcare”
Living and Care: Living environment for young and old, BAU 2019, AIT Dialog, 
Munich, Germany, 2019
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ARCHITECTS DECLARE

NORD Architects has signed the Declaration of Architects, Danish 
part, to support sustainable initiatives and strive for actions. 

The climate crisis and biodiversity loss are the two most seri-
ous crises of our time. Buildings and structures play a major role 
here, accounting for almost 40% of energy-related CO2 emis-
sions. At the same time, buildings have a significant impact on 
our natural surroundings.

If the entire building industry is to meet the needs of society 
without taking on the environmental resources of the earth, it 
requires a paradigm shift in our behavior and workflows. 
Together with our customers, we must develop and design build-
ings, cities and infrastructures as an underlying part of a larger, 
constant regeneration and self-driving sustainable system.

We have both research and technology that will allow us to begin 
the transformation, but we simply lack cooperation. 

By recognizing this, we are committed to strengthening our work 
approaches, which can help create architecture and urbaniza-
tion that has a more positive environmental impact on the world 
around us.

We support the joint worldwide forces of architects and 
signed the Danish Climate & Biodiversity Emergency. 
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“
Raise awareness of the climate and biodiversity emergencies and the 

urgent need for action amongst our clients and supply chains.

Advocate for faster change in our industry towards regenerative design 
practices and a higher Governmental funding priority to support this.

Establish climate and biodiversity mitigation principles as the key 
measure of our industry’s success: demonstrated through awards, 

prizes and listings.

Share knowledge and research to that end on an open source basis.

Evaluate all new projects against the aspiration to contribute positively 
to mitigating climate breakdown, and encourage our clients to adopt 

this approach.

Upgrade existing buildings for extended use as a more carbon efficient 
alternative to demolition and new build whenever there is a viable 

choice.

Include life cycle costing, whole life carbon modelling and post occupan-
cy evaluation as part of our basic scope of work, to reduce both embod-

ied and operational resource use.

Adopt more regenerative design principles in our studios, with the aim 
of designing architecture and urbanism that goes beyond the 

standard of net zero carbon in use.

Collaborate with engineers, contractors and clients to further reduce 
construction waste.

Accelerate the shift to low embodied carbon materials in all our work.

Minimise wasteful use of resources in architecture and urban planning, 
both in quantum and in detail.

“
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